Members of Alpha Gamma Rho, Sam Landman, Chad Rubleke, Richie Schaefer, and Phil Stenger wait for food at Theta Chi's cook out for their philanthropy benefitting the YWCA.
Chris Hansen of Alpha Tau Omega participates in the fraternity's annual Freeze-A-Thon to raise money for Nokomis Child Care.
“Apple Polisher” award winner, Dr. Amy O’Connor, fosters lively discussion in her organizational ethics course.
NDSU Student, Sarah Litton multi-tasks as she walks up the Minard Annex steps to her next class
NDSU students Jeane Dambach and Laura Severson work on the computers on a group project in the NDSU library.
Andy Hackenmueller and Warren Gall grab some snacks in the union before their next class.
Brett Dusek, Jonathan Foss, and Lindsay Rezac stand out in the cold Feb. 4 for Greek Life's "Freeze-a-Thon".
Laural Dahl shows her excitement at knowing the name of the high school her roommate attended at the Weible Hall Roommate Game.
Molly Best rinses her face before going to bed in Weible Hall
Luke Vangsness and Josh Seibert practice the tradition of the head-down, hand-up voting technique.
(L-R) Kelly Roebke, Kim Halls, Ginger Gullickson, and Megan Freidt put on the final seasonings during the ham curing class offered here at NDSU.
Leslie Lafleur makes herself comfortable for a long day of studying.
Megan Friedt shows that big animals are not scary to little children as she pets horse during Kiddie Days at NDSU.
the late afternoon sun shines through the banners of the music and theatre building.
Students enter the memorial union during sunset.
Nick Low (Left) and Ryan Schutte (right) study in the Bison courts during sundown.
Junior Heidi Schuer builds a snowman with the remaining spring snow
Mike Harmon and Dan Hinman in between music classes.
NDSU student shows potential future students around campus.
Lauren Glasow checks a text while Mallory Glasow does some calculations for a biology assignment showing that student rely on technology for many things.
These girls are performing a mix of cultural and traditional Sri Lankan dances during International Night 2008.
Rikki Fugleberg waits in sub zero on the corner of 12th Ave, waiting to cross the street to her car.
Junior Jessica Bowker studies in the Multicultural Study Lounge in the Memorial Union while Freshman Makiba Carter used the lounge’s computers.
Cutline: Sonny Kim, waiting for his next class.
Engineering by Ryan Jensen
This picture was taken behind the Southern Engineering building with the landscape feature.
Christopher Rice enjoys an iced beverage as he declares unity for NDSU.
Jane Sell campaigns for Ron Paul with her granddaughter outside NDSU’s Memorial Union
Future Students and their parents tour NDSU